The Role of Artistic Environment in Enhancement of Creativity of Students in Case of Iran
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ABSTRACT

Schools are places to train the next generations, thus for having a creative generation in future, schools environment have to encourage creativity. The goal of this research is surveying the impact of art and artistic activities on students’ creativity. The most important question of the research is: Does the use of artistic forms in school affect creativity of students? How? The relationship of artistic environment and creativity of students has been evaluated by use of empirical and semi empirical methods. Research achievements show that artistic environment affect creativity of students. But, this impact is not scalar, and indicates incompatibilities in some states.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the obvious differences between animal and human is creativity. Perhaps God gave human ability of being like himself with the knowledge that has gotten to human. One of the sides of human’s likeness with God is the human’s power of innovation and creativity. Development and human progress is due to intellectuals’ efforts and their creativity. If researchers want to compare and evaluate communities in aspects of ability of creating positive changes in scientific, economic, social, technical and cultural fields, a country that can train creative people will obtain better rank. Creativity, as a science, is considered a key factor in the development of communities. Since creativity can be taught and learned, so we can foster creative people with creating conditions, equipment and facilities. In this meantime, school is a good place to train students to be creative (Cheraghcheshm, 2007). It should be considered that everybody has creativity inherently but education can lead to making it flourish. If this hypothesis be a criterion of this research, it is needed to train more than be talented to making it flourish (Pirkhaefi, 2000). This point shows that creativity is a controversial concept.

Concept of creativity is very important and complex. It is nice because it’s a divine talent and the most important likeness of human and God. It is important because it’s the only means of overcoming the problems of life and environment and the best way to prove oneself. In general, beauty of the subject of creativity on one hand and its importance in achieving success in work and life on the other hand, always invites a lot of people to the study of its literature. But dispersion of its contents and its complexity cause dissatisfaction of results of this study. Reason of this issue, regardless of variety of ideas about creativity, is its multi-dimensional nature (Soleymani, 2006, 9). By paying more attention to the importance of education in the future of the country, the importance and necessity of subject will be specified better.
In creative teaching method teacher should not teach students the knowledge but should provide a background that their students can gain knowledge and wisdom. This type of training programs should be designed in a way that the student is forced to experience and discover new points in different fields consecutively. Meintjes and Grosser’s research shows that teachers themselves need to be creative thinkers in order to design appropriate learning programs and to nurture creative thinking abilities among learners (Meintjes and Grosser, 2010). They must construct experiences and assessment tools to assist learning in learners with diverse needs and interests and/or adapt existing experiences to suit the needs of their specific learners and situation. An issue that is important in this context is that often there are no appropriate conditions for student to see and understand. For each student creativity and intuition is provided in special circumstances and in the face of certain stimuli. Creative teaching method must make opportunity and be opportunistic. Every moment of presence of student can lead to gain a great knowledge and create a great work (Hojat, 2004). This concept is mentioned “Intelligent Education” in some sources.

Necessity of creativity can be considered from two dimensions: 1. Material dimension 2. Spiritual dimension. In material dimension, the importance and necessity of creativity is in some extent that it is said so called “or death, or creativity” and man is called creative animal; so man without creativity is animal. In general, in material dimension can be said that if we look carefully at surrounding issues, we will see the necessity of creativity obviously. But unfortunately, despite of necessity of discussion about creativity, there are no formal courses in Iran’s universities and training centers with this subject.

Creativity and creation

The Concept of Creativity: There are numerous and sometimes conflicting definitions about the concept of creativity and “there is no universal agreement on what creativity actually is” (Wallace, 1986, 68). Definitions of creativity differ, but they have in common their emphasis on people’s ability to produce products that are not only high in quality but also novel (Sternberg, 2001, 360-362). One of the methods of developing creativity is Brain Storming method. In this method teachers allow students to develop their creative thinking. This method is used to increase flexibility of mind in order to create more and of course new ideas. So students have an opportunity to think deeply in calm and free of any kind of threat and stress atmosphere. After considering various aspects of an issue, they propose their answers freely and far from any judgments (Behruz, 1995). There are some other methods for developing creativity that effect on students’ creativity and are proved in various experiences (Figure 1).
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Creativity in Theories: Creativity is based on several theories. One of these theories is investment theory of creativity that Sternberg and Lubart have proposed in 1995. They believe that creative people are like good investors. Investors are trying to buy cheap and sell expensive, i.e. have a good profit from their work. Creative people also are trying to take advantage of thoughts and ideas that are considered by others less and create new phenomena by innovating them (Raeesdana, 2009, 21). Other definitions of Creative thinking include: (1) creative thinking involves the collaboration of a person’s imagination, cognitive abilities, and the whole personality (Morgan and Foster, 1999); (2) creative thinking is a dynamic mental process and includes both divergent and convergent thinking (Guilford, 1956); and (3) creative thinking involves different “facets” of creativity including the creative process, the person, and a solution (Mackinnon, 1965). Albert Rennet George says: “Creativity is a different view to the phenomenon that other people also see them,” William J. Reef writes: “Creativity is an acquired reaction against situation that comes from data and other necessary resources for an issue” (Seyyedjavadin and Karami, 2007, 14). De Bono with a cognitive view to the creativity, cites lateral thinking theory for explaining creativity that is similar to divergent thinking in Guilford and Torrance theory. De Bono believes that vertical thinking can be proposed besides lateral thinking. He believes that vertical thinking causes creating mental frameworks and developing them, while lateral thinking changes the structure of these frameworks and creates new ones. According to Sternberg’s theory that has done in 1995 based on “Investment Model of Creativity”, creativity requires six different and relevant resources: 1. Intellectual Processes 2. Knowledge 3. Intellectual Style 4. Personality 5. Motivation 6. Environmental context (Sadeghi and Raeesi, 2010). In Prince’s viewpoint innovate thinking is typically an unusual thinking (Hosseini, 2008, 24). Torrance in a comprehensive definition of innovative thinking process, believes that innovative thinking is process of sensing problems, difficulties or gaps in data, guessing and making hypothesis about these deficiencies, evaluating this hypothesis, revising and reevaluating them, and finally transferring the results.

Research Background: From past years, there has been proposed a few issues about creativity in Iran. In recent years some researches have been done in the field of creativity, but most of them are in affective-cognitive field of creativity and there are a few considerations in the field of the architecture and the effect of environmental quality in enhancement of creativity (Shafaee and Madani, 2010). On the other hand, one of the basic goals of Iran’s educational system has been planned to foster students’ creativity, but despite of the importance of this issue, it has been paid much less for researching and planning about fostering students’ creativity. So this research is going on to find the effect of environmental quality in enhancement of the creativity of the students.

Basis of Creation: Creation is a creativity that leads to create a new element. Mahdavinejad’s studies shows that for developing students’ creativity many strategies have been proposed that the most of them can be divided into these 4 categories:

1. Creation based on innovative person: In this approach person’s individual characteristics is considered.
2. Creation based on mental process: In this approach innovative person’s mental process that cause creation is considered.
3. Creation based on environment: This is the most important factor of formation of innovative thoughts.
4. Creation based on doing the work: In this approach doing the work continuously in order to achieve innovation is considered (Mahdavinejad, 2005).

One of the scientists that has done a lot of researches and has theorized about creativity is E. Paul Torrance. He has three definitions for creativity in his newest comment: a research definition, an artistic definition, and a definition depends on survive. In his research definition creativity is: “process of sensing problems, difficulties or gaps in data, guessing and making hypothesis about these deficiencies, evaluating this hypothesis, revising and reevaluating them, and finally transferring the results” (Alavy, 2005, 45). Torrance has noted these items
in his artistic definition: Creativity is like wanting to know. Creativity is like digging deeper. Creativity is like looking back. Creativity is like smelling the odors. Creativity is like handling the errors. Creativity is like cutting corners. Creativity is like singing in your style (Torrance, 1992). He in definition depends on survive has said that creativity is coping with difficult situations. In time of dealing with difficult and dangerous situations, “when a person does not have any pre-learned and pre-practiced solution, he needs some creativity” (Alavy, 2005, 46).

Factors of Creativity: For expressing factors of creativity, several categories have been presented so far. In one of the best of them, Soleymani lists these factors for creativity in this order:

1. Fluidity: For creativity should have a fluid mind. In other words, mind should be able to create many ways for each problem.
2. Development: Creating an idea is a big success, but the greater success is that you can develop your idea and change it to a full product with spending time on details and sub-elements.
3. Synthesizing: Creativity in every topic, always has a kind of synthesizing in its heart. Many new and creative ideas are result of creating connection between ideas and other elements. What happens in synthesizing is creation of a new element that has something more than its components.
4. Initiative: Creative ideas often are found among strange and unexpected exudations of mind. Creative mind thinks differently and moves through unusual and unexercised ways. To understand the nature of initiative and implement it, you must learn to be deconstructivist, look at issues differently, and pay more attention to the most impossible and strangest ways.
5. Imagination: it’s a part of the thinking that goes beyond the bounds of reality and makes possible something that is impossible. Having a powerful imagination means access to a rich and endless source of ideas and innovative concepts that human’s talent of creation is fed by it.
6. Analysis: By use of analysis skills can do some work: 1. Breaking down an idea or work in order to access its component elements. 2. Surveying the connection between components and interaction of one part with other parts. 3. Identifying ideas of each product that actually have the main purpose of that one. Analysis as a skill of creativity is innovative critic of data (Soleymani, 2006) (Figure 2).

Art and Creativity

Creativity is one of the main directions of researches that are related to the art. Undoubtedly, any changes that occur in contemporary art have always focused on creativity and mental stimulations. It can be said that art is creativity. It has a strong educational function that gives a new perspective to persons and revised their relationship with other persons or things, and makes them to research and find new ways of analysis and new solutions. Emergence of artistic creativity, like creativity in other fields of science, depends on some mental and environmental factors (Safe, 1995, 57). Color is one of the strongest factors in the topic of aesthetics that understanding of using this visual factor is very
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difficult and yet an important step in design. So that in a new product color can cause appearance of creativity in a design team (Mosadad, 2008, 45). Art and artistic activities provide the best opportunity for learning. Art will not only lead to deeper learning, but effect on creating a positive self-concept in people and increasing the ability of imagination in them. Person's art emerge through his artistic emotions. An art work that combines content, form and expression, effects on all the person's mental and emotional dimensions. Direct contact with the art expands perceptions, enriches imaginations and gives depth to the synthetic and analytical process of mind (Hosseini, 2004, 1). Based on what was said can conclude that there is a close connection between art and creativity; although the quality of this connection requires detailed researches.

Creativity and divergent thinking

Features of Human's Brain and Its Impact on Innovative Thinking: Features of thinking can be divided in four quadrants of the brain: 1. Thinking in first quarter: thinking in this quarter is analytical, quantitative, technical, logical, reasoning and critical. This quarter is dealing with data analysis, statistics, finance and accounting, analytical problem solving and decision making based on logic and reasoning. 2. Thinking in second quarter: thinking in this quarter is organized, continuous, controlled, planned, conservative, structured, detailed, regular and diligent. 3. Thinking in third quarter: thinking in this quarter is sensory, emotional, humanistic and symbolic. This quarter is necessary for teaching and training. 4. Thinking in fourth quarter: thinking in this quarter is visual, holistic, innovative, metaphorical, imaginative, conceptual, spatial, flexible and intuitive. This quarter deals with next times, resources, play, dream, development and innovation. Fourth quarter of brain often leads activities related to creation and innovation. Those who are successful in research and development parts of companies, benefit from fourth quarter of brain much more (Seyyedjavadin and Karami, 2007, 14). Guilford refers to two kind of human thinking and calls them convergent and divergent.

Convergent Thinking and Left Hemisphere of the Brain: Convergent thinking is the same as logical and reasoning human thinking that always is looking for a correct answer. Convergent thinking, which narrows all options to one solution, corresponds closely to the types of tasks usually called for in school and on standardized multiple-choice tests. In contrast, creativity tests designed to assess divergent thinking often ask how many different answers or solutions a person can think of to a specific question or problem. Some researchers have claimed that creative achievement actually involves both divergent and convergent thinking - divergent thinking to generate new ideas and convergent thinking to ‘reality test’ them in order to determine if they will work (Gale Group, 2001).

Divergent Thinking and Right Hemisphere of the Brain: Divergent thinking or in other words creative thinking consists of these three abilities in idea of Guilford:

1. Fluency: The ability of mind to generate lots of ideas about a topic.
2. Flexibility: The ability of mind to interpret thinking of an aspect of an issue to other aspects and thus produce various ideas.
3. Originality: The ability of mind to innovate an original and unique idea or product.
4. Elaboration: The Amount of detail in responses, adding a variety of details to information that has already been produced (Guilford, 1958) (Figure 3).

These factors correspond well with the views of Craft (2005) and Pink (2005) who are of the opinion that originality and imagination are important features of creativity in an academic domain. Divergent thinking people do not behave like others in thought and deed. But they have differences with others and get away from norms and habits. Their methods are new and innovative. So divergent thinking is moving away from traditions, norms and habits, and convergent thinking is becoming close to them. Divergent thinking is synonym with creativity and creativity tests are often divergent thinking tests (Sadeghi and Raeesi, 2010). It can be said that convergent thinking is constantly trying to stop thinking. A person who thinks convergent always tries to solve problems in order not to think about it but a person who thinks divergent is trying to think wider and his final goal is to reach newer locations. In this situation the more the person thinks, the wider the issue becomes. This issue is a result
of right brain activity that creative people are more expertise in this field. One of the most important places where creative people can be fostered are educational environments specially schools. Also teachers are people who can cause development of students' creativity or vice versa, can cause failure of students' creativity by using wrong teaching methods. Torrance believes that human civilization is indebted of man's creative thought and it would be impossible to survive without taking advantage of creativity, the highest function of human's mind. In current situation creativity is not only a necessity but also a condition for survival. So it is necessary for educational system to emphasize on people's training in direction of making them able to solve unpredictable problems creatively (Kazemi and Jafari, 2008). It is suggested to use right brain in art field that creativity has a great place, against other fields that their priority is using left brain.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

State of Issue: A lot of scientists believe that human civilization is based on creativity, so survival and excellence of society depend on the much of paying attention to foster it. But creativity has no place not only in society but also in scientific communities yet, and because of this reason there is no course in Iran's universities in order to teach creativity. Its result is current situation that can be seen among graduates – people have specialty but they cannot compete with others in the world of career (Samadaghaei, 2004). Scientists believe that fostering students' creativity can be a solution for this basic need of Iran.

Research Goals
The goal of this research is explaining the relationship between art and creativity through the recognition of impact of artistic environments on human's creativity.

Research Questions
1. Does the use of artistic forms in school (student's classrooms) effect on the creativity of students? 2. What are the effects of use of art in classrooms on the creativity of the students? and How can be interpreted?

Research Method: In this research empirical and semi-empirical methods are used. Method of data collection is using archival sources, surveying the documentations and field studies. Thus in theoretical part is tried to pay attention to all aspects of the subject by use of archival methods and surveying the documentations and proposing different views. In case study part, three groups of variables are considered that two of them have been manipulated in order to discover casual relationships (effect of art on creativity). It is used of statistical techniques with the help of Pearson correlation test for doing different phases of this research (Groat and Wang, 2005).

Research Approach: The approach of this research is anthropology of art with an emphasis on sociology of education. This view is a result of having a cultural view to the students, as a concepts learner human, with the use of art media, as a tool of enhancing students' creativity and ability.

Society and Sample of Research: Society of research is included of all secondary schools in Tehran. Sample is a secondary school that is selected randomly in Tehran city. Selected school is a boys' school of eleventh region of Tehran city. Three classes among second grade of school are selected and tested.

Test
Test Tools: According to Alavy's thesis, one of the most practical tools for measuring creativity is "Torrance Test of Creative Thinking." It is include of a complex set of verbal, visual and auditory assignments that gives some scores in the fields of fluency, originality, abstractness, elaboration and resistance to premature closure. Data of this test don't have a considerable validity and reliability, and change from test to another test. Torrance Test of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1974) is composed of twelve tests and is divided into three parts of verbal, visual and auditory tests that in order are called creative thinking with words, creative thinking with pictures and creative thinking with sounds. Torrance explains that these tests are usable from kindergarten to graduate courses. Visual test has been used in this research because verbal and auditory tests require the use of different words,
phrases and sounds of animals. These words and phrases are often cultural affected issues and it is needed to do extensive works on the normalization of these words and sentences. Part of creative thinking with pictures consists of three activities. In the first section (Test of Imagination), test subjects should consider a curved shape and uses it as a starting point, and thus draws an unusual picture that will tell an interesting story. In part of test of imagination, test subjects should draw a picture by use of some given lines. Base on test of imagination, five complete scores are considered for fluency, originality, abstractness, elaboration and resistance to premature closure (Alavy, 2005, 45).

Test Procedures: In this research three classrooms among all boys’ second grade of secondary schools in eleventh region of Tehran city have been selected randomly. Torrance test has been done in two phases in these classrooms. First, before any actions, Torrance test was conducted in each three classrooms. Students’ creative scores are registered by testers, and then some changes happen on environment in two classes. In one of these two classrooms just visual-artistic changes are done; and in other one in addition of those changes, artistic activities and introducing artistic concepts to the students are done (these activities are included: art crafts, painting and …). Finally after two months Torrance test is repeated. In this phase as well as before, students’ scores are registered. Observing the changes between primary test and final one, and comparing the experimental samples (a sample in which environmental changes caused) with control sample (a sample in which no changes caused) can be a guide to answer the research questions. The summary of the test has been brought in table 1.

The above table expresses these points:
1. There are three groups. 2. All the groups are measured at a time, before acting the independent variable. 3. All the groups are measured at a time, after acting the independent variable. 4. Test subjects were categorized randomly. 5. Two groups are subject to independent variables (the first group has one independent variable and the second group has two ones), but these independent variables not being acted for control sample.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In Torrance test, four activities are considered the main axes of the measuring creativity, include:
1. Originality: the ability to generate innovative, unusual and fresh ideas.
2. Flexibility: the ability to generate various ideas and ways.
3. Elaboration: the ability of paying attention to details.
4. Fluency: the ability to generate many ideas.

With the help of these four activities and TTCT manual can do the grading. In this test by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random Sample</th>
<th>Post-Test</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Pre-Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>X1</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>First Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>X1, X2</td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Second Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td></td>
<td>T1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class C Progress (%)</th>
<th>Outcome C</th>
<th>Class B Progress (%)</th>
<th>Outcome B</th>
<th>Class A Progress (%)</th>
<th>Outcome A</th>
<th>Originality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of experimental groups and control group

Table 2: Comparison of originality in 3 classrooms
performing two phases and obtaining results can calculate the outcome by subtracting the results of these two phases and summing the achieved differences. The progress percentage can be achieved by dividing the obtained outcomes on outcomes of first phase of test. As the following table shows the progress percentage of class C is more than two other classes. This percentage in class A is more than class B, but their difference is very small. The following table shows the changes before and after doing the test in each three classrooms in activity of originality (Table 2, Figure 4).

According to the results of the following table can mention that the percentage of flexibility in class B (9.63) is more than class A (0.54), and in class C (14.46) is more than two other classes. It means that creativity has had more progress in a class (class C) that has been focused on it more (Table 3, Figure 5).

The numbers of the following table indicate that in experimental groups (classes B and C) progress percentage of creativity is more than the other class that has been controlled but no changes has been done on it (class A) (Table 4, Figure 6).

As the fluency table will show, by comparing the progress percentages can note results similar to the previous table (Table 5, Figure 7).

The following table shows that students’ creativity in class C is more than the other two classes in all abilities after the second phase of the test. This difference is meaningful; in other words, creativity in class C that both visual and artistic activities changes were done is much more, and in class B it has decreased in just one activity (originality) and has increased in other activities (flexibility, elaboration and fluency) (Table 6). The graph of this table also can be seen in below (Figure 8):

![Fig. 4: Comparison of originality in 3 classrooms](image1)

![Fig. 5: Comparison of flexibility in 3 classrooms](image2)
CONCLUSIONS

Human in every moment of life in terms of mental and physical health and perfectionism, emerging creativity and achieving to self-esteem levels is affected more by all the environmental conditions and various environments that are faced to them during the growth and along the way of life. So it can be said that mental and physical health, prosperity of emotional intelligence, quality of life and individual and social ethics is a result of being affected by primary fostering and training spaces and environments. It is important to remind that memorizing contents does not have any interest, but creativity in using these contents plays a more effective role in human progress. Creativity is not limited to certain people and they can create or strengthened it in themselves. In order to achieve this not only should recognize mind and its abilities, but also should be able to design an environment that is encouraging creativity.

It mentioned that the brain is composed of two hemispheres. Activities such as math, verbal communications, logic, analysis and writing by left half and Activities as perception, imagination, understanding color, music, fantasies and dreams by right half of brain are done. When can use both of halves of human brain its efficiency increases dramatically. Many scientists have tried to keep the right half of brain active by use of artistic activities, because 90% of people work with left half of their brain.

In this test we also observed that mental efficiency of students of class C that they had both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class C</th>
<th>Class B</th>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progress (%)</td>
<td>Outcome C</td>
<td>Progress (%)</td>
<td>Outcome B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.46</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>9.36</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class C</th>
<th>Class B</th>
<th>Class A</th>
<th>Flexibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Progress (%)</td>
<td>Outcome C</td>
<td>Progress (%)</td>
<td>Outcome B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.51</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>57.49</td>
<td>477</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Comparison of elaboration in 3 classrooms
Fig. 7: Comparison of Fluency in 3 Classrooms

Table 5: Comparison of fluency in 3 classrooms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Progress</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C (%)</td>
<td>C (%)</td>
<td>B (%)</td>
<td>B (%)</td>
<td>A (%)</td>
<td>A (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.47</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>46.28</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>22.55</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Comparison of changes before and after Torrance test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progress Percentage of C</th>
<th>Outcome C</th>
<th>Progress Percentage of B</th>
<th>Outcome B</th>
<th>Progress Percentage of A</th>
<th>Outcome A</th>
<th>Ability</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Final Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>Originality</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.46</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.51</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>57.49</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>149.99</td>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.47</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>46.28</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>22.55</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>Fluency</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.01</td>
<td>438.25</td>
<td>33.27</td>
<td>341.5</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>108.24</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8: Comparison of changes before and after Torrance test
visual and artistic activities changes, has increased more than class B; and mental efficiency of students of class B has increased more than class A that has no changes in visual and artistic activities. In fact, in this test we first tried to activate right half of brain by making visual changes in class B. People's activity increased with these changes. Then we continued to the activation of the right half of their brain by doing artistic activities in addition of visual changes in class C. Finally, the results showed that artistic activities can flourish mental talents and foster people's creativity (activation of right hemisphere in addition of left one).

Studies confirm the principles outlined in the literature, and insist on the relationship between environment and creativity. The results of quantitative tests indicate that presence of students in artistic environments has increased their creativity. So it can be predicted a meaningful relationship between artistic atmosphere of classroom and increasing creativity. Research results clearly insist on using artistic activities as a significant factor in making better the quality of classrooms.
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